Row composting
step by step

1 Placement & Preparation
Tiny LIP

Small LIP

Medium LIP

Fill each Leave it
Pot with dried
leaves

Place composters
in a row in a location
not exposed to too
much rain.
(recommended ﬂat
surface, corner of
terrace or balcony
or garden)

2 Start

putting
waste
in the
1st Pot

If you do not
have dried
leaves add
enough Remix
Powder at the
bottom.

1
Put
kitchen
waste
in
Pot 1 in
the row

POT 1

3 Daily Activity
4 Keep it going
As you keep ﬁlling
Pot 1, you may ﬁnd
white fungus, this is
an indicator of
eﬀective
composting.

3

Add 3-4 ﬁstfuls
of powder on
top of the
kitchen waste
fully cover the
waste

Cover with a
sheet of
newspaper
like a inner lid
to keep out
fruitﬂies

No need to stir daily when using Remix Powder

Lift the cover sheet
of newspaper from
Pot 1 in the row

Repeat steps 1-3

1 2 3

Cover with the
same
newspaper again

Now start ﬁlling waste in Pot 2.
When that is full, ﬁll Pot 3, so
on till you reach the last pot in
the row.

When Pot 1
is full, stir
well add
microbes,
neem. Add
more
Remix
powder if
pile is wet
and water if
pile is dry.
Pile needs
to be moist.

POT 3

POT 2

5 Harvesting

For best results
Keep moist for
another 1 month

By the time the last pot
is full the materials in
Pot 1 should be
composted and ready
to harvest. Remove
contents and store.
Prepare Pot 1
and begin putting in
fresh waste following
the process as before.

This instruction above is for
3 Pots in a Row composting.

2

Once in a
week stir
each Leave
It Pot and
correct
moisture if
necessary

Unless you seive you will not
get a powder consistency of
compost. Seive if you like and
put the large pieces back into
fresh waste. They will
compost over time.

You can also
use a bucket
with holes to
store nearly
done compost
2 Weeks

2 Weeks

2 Weeks

5 kg/day

For more homes you will need
more than 3 Leave it Pots in a
10 kg/day
row. Shown on the right is a
possible ﬁlling routine with
Small LIP. (ex: For 10 kgs ﬁll into
18 kg/day
2 Small Leave it pots at a time
and you will need 6 of them)

3 Small Leave it Pots =

1800

kgs

of organic waste
kept out of landfill
every year

